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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a finite abelian extension of the rational field Q. If A is a central 
simple algebra over K then we let [A] denote the class of A in the Brauer 
group B(K) of K. The Schur subgrozcp S(K) of B{K) consists of those algebra 
classes which contain a simple component of the group algebra K[GJ for some 
finite group G. 
M. Benard and M. Schacher [2, Theorem 1, p. 3801 have shown that if 
[A] is in S(K) then: 
(1) If the index of A is m then Ed is in K, where E~ is a primitive mth 
root of unity. 
(2) If 9 is a K-prime lying over the rational prime p, and CJ E Gal(K/Q) 
with E,O = cm b then the P-invariant of A satisfies: 
inv&A) z b inv,u (A)(mad 1) 
If a central simple algebra A over K satisfies (1) and (2) above then A is 
said to have uniformly distributed invariants. 
Based on this result, we define the group, U(K), as the subgroup of B(K) 
consisting of those algebra classes which contain an algebra with uniformly 
distributed invariants. It follows from the Benard-Schacher result that 
S(K) is a subgroup of U(K). 
In this paper we investigate general properties of U(R), and the relationship 
between S(K) and U(K). 
E. Witt, [12, Satz 10, 11, p. 2431, p roved that the index of an element of 
S(K) at a prime p # 2 divides p - 1 and at p = 2 divides 2. In the f&t 
section we generalize Witt’s results to U(K) (and obtain a simpler proof of 
his results for S(K)). 
Using the above result we obtain a bound on the local indicies of elements 
of 77(K), and show that the bound is attained, From this we get that the 
exponent of U(K) equals the order of the group of roots of unity in K. 
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This result does not hold in general for S(K). In fact, some of the latest 
research by G.J. Janusz [6], into S(K) involves maximizing the index of 
elements of S(K) at a given prime. 
In Section 2 we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for U(K) to 
equal U(L) & K where L is a subfield of K. For S(K), such conditions are 
unknown. However, certain authors such as Yamada [13, Theorem 7.3, 
p. 97, Theorem 7.14, p. 1121, Benard and Schacher [2, Theorem 2, p. 3831, 
and G. J. Janusz [8, Corollary 3.11 have found fields K for which S(K) 
equals S(L) oL K for some subfield L of K. From the above result for U(K) 
we obtain a new result for S(K); viz a sufficient condition for S(K) to equal 
S(L) @r K. Using the above results we obtain a sufficient condition for U(K) 
to equal S(K). 
The material presented in this paper is part of the author’s doctoral thesis 
written at Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada, under the direction of 
Professor I. P. Hughes. Thanks must go to the National Research Council, 
and the Canada Council, both of which helped to finance the research. 
We assume throughout that K/Q is finite abelian, and let KT denote the 
completion of K at 9. If [A] is in U(K), and 9” and B are K-primes lying 
above the rational prime p then A & Kqr and A OK Kg , have the same 
index. This follows from the definition of U(K) because (b, m) = 1, and the 
denominator of inv&A) divides the index of A. We call the common value of 
the indices of A & Kg for all K-primes lying abovep thep-local index of A, 
and denote it by, in& (A). F or a K-prime L? lying over p we call the invariant 
of A & Kp , inv&A), a p-local invariant of A. The result was obtained by 
Benard and Schacher [l, Theorem 1, p. 3761 for elements of S(K). 
We continue with a discussion fsome fundamental results concerning the 
decomposition of primes in an algebraic number field. These results will be 
used at various tages throughout he paper. 
We let L/F be a finite Galois extension of number fields. Now we let j 
denote any prime of F, finite or infinite, and let its decomposition in L be: 
j = (91 a** @$. We set B = yr and D, = {a E Gal(L/F): ZP = 91. We 
call Dq the decomposition group of 9. It is easy to see that Dgu = ~+(Dp)a. 
Thus, when L/F is abelian DB depends only on/ and not on the choice of B. 
In this case we write Dfi instead of 09 . 
The fixed field Z of Dp is called the decomposition$eld at 9. When DP is 
normal in Gal(L/F) then+ does all its plitting inZ/F; i.e. # has the factoriza- 
tion: fi = (e .*. a{) in 2 where 8 = [ 2: F 1, [7, Proposition 1.4, p. 971. Thus, 
for example, if P = Q, / = p is a rational prime, and cllL isin 2 then it follows 
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that p splits completely in Q(E,,J. We note that p splits completely in Q(em) if 
and only if theFrobeniusautomarphism u at p is trivial, [5, Sect. 5.5, pp. M--88]. 
If p ‘i’ m then the Frobenius automorphism cr at p in Q(BJQ is characterized 
by em” = E~P, [5, Theorem 6-2-14, p. 1021. Hence, p splits completely in 
Q(E~) if and only if p = 1 (mod m), [5, Theorem 6-2-15, p. 1031. 
Now we generalize Witt’s results [12, Theorems 10; 11, p. 2431. 
THEOREM 1 .l . If K/Q is jkite abelian, p is an odd prime and [A] is in U(K) 
has ind,(A) = n then p = 1 (mod n). If p = 2 then ind,(A) = 1 OY 2. 
Proof. We let [A] in U(K) h ave ind,(A) = n. If n < 2 then the result is 
clear. Thus we may assume n > 2. 
We let D = D, be the decomposition group of G = Gal(K/Q) at p. By 
the definition f U(K) we have that E, is in K. For a in D, en” = Ebb for some 
integer b relatively prime to n. If .P is a K-prime lying over the rational 
prime p we have that, since B = Pa: 
invg(A) = b inv&A) = b inv&A)(mod 1) 
by the definition f U(K). Therefore, b = 1 (mod n), and so 0 fixes en . 
But u in D was arbitrary. Thus, Q(E~) is contained in the fixed field of D, i.e. 
the decomposition field at p. From the discussion preceeding the theorem we 
see that p splits completely in Q(qJ, and so p = 1 (mod n) since n > 2. 
We note that p cannot be 2, and the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARV 1.2. We maintain the above notation. If n = q” where q is 
prime and cur is the highest q-power root of unity in K such that p = 1 + qCd with 
q relatively prime to d, then a < min(r, c}. 
Proof” This is clear from the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let [A] E U(K) and let B and 8, be K-primes dividing p, 
Suppose ind,(A) = n. Then invp(A) = invgl(A) ;f and only if g n Q(EJ = 
8, n QW 
Proof. Let u E G = Gal(K/Q) with em0 = c,~. If p = 2 then n = 1 
or 2 by the theorem. In this case our result is immediate from the 
definition f U(K). If p > 2 we let H be the subgroup of G fixing Q(E%). 
Thus b 3 1 (mod n) if and only if u E H. By the theoremp = 1 (mod n) and 
from the discussion preceeding the theorem we see &at this means p splits 
completely in Q(EJ. Thus (T E H if and only if B n Q(E%) = B” n Q(en). 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Let [A] E U(K) and supjose ind,(A) = n. Then each of 
the values t/n, where 0 < t < n, and (t, a) = 1 occurs equally often as each 
p-local invariant of A, viz 1 H: D 1 times, where H and D are as above. 
Proof. Corollary 1.3 yields that we have the same invariant of A at two 
K-primes above p if and only if those two K-primes lie above a single Q(E%)- 
prime. We now determine the number of primes into which each Q(E,J-prime 
splits in K. 
From the discussion preceeding the theorem we see that p does all its 
splitting inZ, the decomposition field at p. By the theorem, if p > 2 then 
p= I(modn)andb y t e h d iscussion preceeding the theorem we have that p 
splits completely in Q(EJ; whereas if p = 2 then n = 1 or 2. In either case 
Q(cJ _C 2, i.e. D _C H. Thus each Q(EJ-p rime splits into / 2: Q(EJ/ = 1 H: D / 
primes in K, and so eachp-local invariant of A occurs 1 H: D 1 times. 
Now n divides m. Hence, if (T E G and E,~ = E,~, then as u ranges 
over all elements of G(K/Q), b mod n takes each element of (Z/nZ)* 
an equal number of times. Since the denominator of inv&A) is II then from the 
definition f U(K) we get that each value t/n occurs equally often as inv.&A). 
Thus each p-local invariant occurs equally often as the values t/n, where 
O<t<n and (t,n)=l. Q.E.D. 
We note that Yamada [13, Theorem (4.4), p. 431 generalized Witt’s results; 
viz that for an odd prime p, ind,(A) must divide (p - 1)/c for [A] in S(K), 
where c is the tame ramification index of K9/Q, , B being a K-prime dividing 
p. Furthermore, he refined the result forp = 2, [13, Theorem 5.14, p. 881. 
From the next theorem it follows that this generalization fails for U(K). 
Moreover, Corollary 1.2 gave a bound on the local indicies ofelements of 
U(K), and the next theorem yields that those bounds are always attained by 
some element of U(K). From this we see that the exponent of U(K) equals the 
order of the group of roots of unity in K. 
THEOREM 1.5. LetKlQ b j t b 1 e nieaeian.Ife,zisinKandp=l(modm) 
where p is a prime, then there exists [A] in U(K) with ind,(A) = m. 
Proof. We assume Ed is in K, and p is a prime such that p = 1 (mod m). 
If m = 2 then the result is clear. Therefore we may assume m > 2; i.e. 
Qh.> f Q- 
We let H be the subgroup of G = Gal(K/Q) fixing Q(+J and let D = D, 
be the decomposition group of G at p. 
Now we choose coset representatives (ui} of D in G through H, and let 
Q = & 
We dTf&e an algebra A such that 
invg(A) = l/m and inv9u,(A) = b;‘/m. 
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where 9 is a K-prime lying above p and Z$ is the multiplicative inverse of b, 
mod m; and: 
inv&A) = 0 for K-primes a not above p. 
We now show that: 
C inv&A) = 0 (mod 1) 
a 
where 9 ranges over all K-primes above p. We have: 
where 0 < tj < m, (ti ,m) = 1, and d(m) is the Euler function. Now, we 
note that since the t, may be arranged in pairs t, , m - tj then m divides 
CfJy’ (tj). Thus, inv&A) = 0 (mod 1) w IC rm les, by Hasse’s um theorem h’ h. pl’ 
that [A] is in B(K), and by construction is in U(K). But, ind,(A) = m, 
thereby completing the proof. Q.E.D. 
2 
We let L be a subfield of K where K/Q is finite abelian. We proceed to find 
necessary and sufficient conditions for U(K) to equal U(L) oL K. Now we 
use the results ofSection 1 to prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K/Q b e f; t nie a e ian. If [A] is in U(K) and ind,(A) = b 1 
m > 2 then the invariants ofA at the primes above p sum to zero mod& 1. 
Proof. We let [A] in U(K) have ind,(A) = m > 2. We let D = D, be 
the decomposition group of G = Gal(K/Q) at p, and let H be the subgroup of 
G fixing Q(E~). 
By Corollary 1.4, each of the values t/m, where 0 < t < m, and (t, m) = I 
occurs equally often as each p-local invariant of A, viz ! H: D / times. 
Thus, we have: 
467d 
5 invP(A) = j N: D j c (ti/m) 
i==l 
where (ti ,m) = 1, and +(m) is the Euler function. 
Now, since the ti may be arranged in pairs, ti and m - ti , then m divides 
CfLy’ (tJ. Thus we have: 
c inv&A) = 0 (mod 1) 
9 
which completes the proof. Q.E*D. 
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Before proceeding with the next result we note the following formulae 
[3, Chap. 71: 
(2.2) If [A], [B] E B(K) and & is a prime of K, then: invfi(A OK B) 3 
invj(A) + invj(.B)(mod 1). 
(2.3) If [A] E B(K), L/K is fi m e ‘t and 9 is an L-prime above p then 
invp(A & L) = j QQBL: Q,K 1 invy,,(A)(mod 1). 
LEMMA 2.4. If [A], [B] E U(K) and 9 is a K-prime above the rational 
prime p with invg(A) = invg(B) then invg%(A) == invqz(B) for all K-primes 
Yi above p. 
Proof. We have: 
0 = invg(A) - inv&?) = invg(A) + inv&BOP)(mod 1) 
where Bon is the opposite algebra of B, i.e. [B]-l = [BOP]. Thus, by (2.2) 
we get: 
invg(A OK BOP) = 0 (mod 1). 
It now suffices to show that invp<(A OK Boa) = 0 (mod 1) for all K-primes 
Yi abovep. Since G = Gal(K/Q) t ransitively permutes the K-primes abovep, 
[5, Proposition 5-4, p. 681, then there exists (T E: G such that pi0 = 8. Now 
if E,” = E m b where ind,(A OK B”P) = m then: 
invqi(A OK BOP) = b invg$a(A OK BOP) = b invp(A ox Bon) = 0 (mod 1). 
Q.E.D. 
Before proceeding with the next theorem we state the following useful 
result known as the Dirichlet density theorem: 
THEOREM 2.5. [5, Corollary 9-2-7, p. 1681. Let K/L be finite abelian 
with Galois group G. If (T E G then there are infinitely many primes B with (T 
as Frobenius automorphism. 
We note that if 9 is unramified in K/L then the order of the Frobenius 
automorphism of B in K/L is the inertial degree of B in K/L, [5, Sect. 5.51. 
Although we use Theorem (2.5) in the proof of the next result we will not 
need the full force of the theorem until the proof of Theorem (2.9). 
We let L be a subfield of K where K/Q is finite abelian, and let n be the 
order of the largest root of unity in K. We note that 1z must be even. For a 
prime q we let U(K), denote the q-primary part of U(K). 
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THEOREM 2.6. U(K) = U(L) QL K ij and 0nkJ if 
(1) (n, 1 K:L 1) = 1; and 
(2) Q2(%) CL* 
Prooj. If q is any prime dividing n then it suffice to show that: U(K) = 
U(L) or. K if and only if: 
(1) (q, / K:L 1) = 1; and 
(2) There are no higher q-power roots of unity in K than in L. 
We assume that: U(L) ,&K = U(K), , and let eUa be the highest q-power 
root of unity inL. We first show that (q, j K: L 1) = 1. If we assume q 1 / K: L 1 
then by Theorem (2.5) we may choose an element G of order q in Gal(KJL) as 
the Frobenius automorphism corresponding to some prime p. From the 
discussion preceeding the theorem we see that p has inertial degree equal to q 
in K/L. Since a fixes Q(+) then by the discussion preceeding Theorem (1.1) 
we see that cqQ is in the decomposition field at p, and so p splits completely 
in Q(+), which implies that p = 1 (mod 4”). Thus, by Theorem (1.5) there 
exists an [A] in U(K) with ind,(A) = q”. However by hypothesis, [A] = 
[B @JL K] where [B] is in U(L). 
Since inv&A) = inv&B & K) where 9 is a K-prime above p, then 
inv&4) = j Kg : Lga / 1 invqZ(B) (mod 1) where B lies above theL-prime 8,. 
Now, Corollary (1.2) yields that since E 4ra is the highest q-power root of unity 
in L then ind,(B) < qa. But by the choice of the prime p we have that 
q / 1 Kp : Lgi j. Therefore, ind,(A) < qa-l a contradiction. Hence we have 
condition (1); qf / K: L j. 
Now we show enail is not in K to yield condition (2). If ++l is in K, 
and p is a prime such that p = 1 (mod qa+l) then by Theorem (1.5) there is an 
element [C] in U(K), with ind,(C) = qa+r. But, by hypothesis [C] = 
[D C& K] where [D] is in U(L), . From this it follows that ind,(D) = qa+l. 
But there does not exist an element with index qa+l, in U(L), at any prime 
because ++I is not in L, a contradiction. Hence, we have condition (2): 
there are no higher q-power roots of unity in K than in L. 
Conversely, we assume (1) and (2). We let [A] be in U(K), and prove [A] 
is in U(L) ,& K. We let S denote the set of rational primes at which A has 
nonzero invariants. Now, we proceed to find algebras [B] in U(L), with non- 
zero invariants exactly at primes in S, such that the product of the [B & K] 
equals [A] in U(K), . 
If q = 2, let S’ be the subset of S consisting of primes p, finite or infinite, 
at which ind,(A) = 2. Now, if X - S’ is nonempty then Lemma (2.1) 
yields that the invariants at K-primes above any given prime in S - s’ must 
sum to zero modulo 1. Therefore, by Hasse’s sum theorem the total number 
of K-primes above primes in S’ must be even. But, condition (1) of the 
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hypothesis ensures that ] K: L / is odd, so the total number of L-primes lying 
over primes in 5” must be even. Therefore, by Hasse’s sum theorem, there 
is an element [B’] in B(L) with ind(B’) = 2 at the primes p in S’, and with 
other local indicies equal to 1. Then clearly [B’] is in U(L). Now, since 
1 K: L 1 is odd then [B’ gL K] in U(K) has invariant l/2 at the K-primes in S’, 
and zero invariant elsewhere. 
We now consider the primes in S - S’ provided S - s’ is nonempty. 
We note that the following argument holds for the case q f 2 as well, wherein 
s’ is empty. 
For primes p in S - S’, ind,(A) = q”, say, is greater than 2. Thus by 
Theorem (l.l), p = 1 (mod 4”). N ow by condition (2) of the hypothesis, 
Q, is in L. Thus, Theorem (1.5) ensures that there is an element [B] in U(L) 
with ind,(B) = q”, and other local indices equal to 1. 
We let invgl(B) = t/q” where (f, q) = 1, and Pr is an L-prime above p, 
and let inv,(A) = r/q” where (Y, q) = 1, and B is a K-prime above 8, . 
Ifwelet/K,:L91j=uthen(u,q)=1 since, by condition (1) of the hypoth- 
esis, qf I K:L I. 
We consider Bt-lruel = B, and note that it is easy to check: 
inv9(B, gr.K) = invg(A)(mod 1). 
We note that by Lemma (2.4) we have: 
invpJB, @=K) = invp,(A)(mod 1) 
for all K-primes Pi extending p. 
Thus, B, oL. K and A have the same p-local invariants. Hence we have: 
ifq=2: 
VI = I?’ OL Kl * 17, LB, 0~ Kl 
where p ranges over all primes in S - s’ unless S - s’ is empty in which 
case: 
[A] = [B’ or. K]. 
ifqisodd: 
Ml = G IB, 0~ Kl 
where p ranges over all primes in S. 
In any case we have that [A] is in U(L), Q& K. Therefore; 
U(K), C U(L), 0~ K- 
Conversely we now show that: 
u(L), 0~ K C U(K), . 
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If [A] E U(L), with ind,(A) = qa then given a K-prime 9 we have, by 
(2.3), that; 
inv&4 oL K) = / Kg : LgnL 1 inv,,,(A)(mod 1). 
Now, if 0 s G(K/Q) consider uL as the restriction of 0 to L. Xf & = E$ then : 
inv(9,,,(A) = b invgPPnLt u&l)(mod 1) 
by the definition of U(L), . Hence: 
inv&A gL K) = b 1 K9 : Ly,, / inv(9,,,oL(A)(mod 1) 
= b 1 KY : LqnL / inv(,,,,,(mod 1) 
= b inv, +l)(mod 1) 
We have shown that: U(L), aL K _C U(K), . Hence: 
WK), = u(L), 6% K 
and the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
We note that the following corollary was obtained independently by 
J. W. Pendegrass [lo], h w erein he uses G. Janusz’ results on the generators 
of S(K) [9]. 
COROLLARY 2.7. If q+’ j K: L j und there are no higher q-power roots of 
unity in K than in L then 
JW), = s(L), Or, K. 
Proof. It suffices to show 
From the theorem we get that: 
Thus, if [A] is in S(K), then [A} = [B & K] where [B] is in U(L), . 
So it suffices toshow [B] is in S(L), . 
We denote by Res the restriction homomorphism of B(L) to B(K), and 
denote by’ Car the corestriction h momorphism of B(K) into B(L). We have 
that: 
We also have that: 
Res([B]) = [B gL K] = [A]. 
Cor . Res([B]) = ([B])lK:Lf. 
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But corestriction maps S(K), into S(L), , and so [B]ILzKI is in S(L), . How- 
ever, q-y j K: L 1 so that [B] is in S(L), , and the corollary is proved. Q.E.D. 
The converse of Corollary 2.7 is false, as the following shows. G. J. Janusz 
[8], has shown that if ego is the highest q-power root of unity in Q(E~) then: 
so we get a counterexample to the converse of the corollary by considering 
any field Q(E~) for which q divides / Q(E~): Q(E&/. 
From Theorem 2.6 we get a result by Yamada [13, Theorem 7.3, p. 971, 
namely that: if K/Q is abelian and 1 K: Q 1 is odd then K is real and U(K) = 
S(K). It is clear that I K: Q 1 being odd implies that K is real. Now 
by Theorem 2.6, 1 K: Q I being odd implies that U(K) = U(Q) &, K. 
But U(Q) = 5’(Q) by K. Fields [4, p. 2231. Therefore U(K) = S(Q) & KC 
S(K). But, S(K) C U(K). Hence; U(K) = S(K) = S(Q) @o K, and the 
assertion is proved. 
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for U(K), = S(K), 
when q is odd. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If q is an odd prime and cq s is the highest q-power root of 
unity in K with q +’ I K: Q(+)l then: 
Proof. We may assume a > 0 since otherwise S(K), = U(K), = 1. 
It follows from Corollary 2.7 that S(K), = S(Q(+)), @o(+ K. From 
Theorem 2.6 we get U(K), = U(Q(E~~))~ &(+ K. Thus, it suffices to show 
that 
U(Qk&= S(Q(+)), - 
Since we know, S(Q(.+)),_C U(Q(E~~))~ it remains to show U(Q(+)& C 
S(Q(%a2 * 
Benard and Schacher [2, Theorem 3, p. 3841, have shown that S(Q(E~~))~ is 
generated by classes [C,] where: 
(1) p ranges over all primes such that p 3 1 (mod q), and 
(2) ind,(C,) = q” where s = min(a, c} with p = 1 + qcd, (q, d) = 1, 
and all other local indicies equal 1. 
We let [A] be in U&J(+)&, If p’ is a prime such that ind&l) = qt then by 
Theorem 1.1, p’ = 1 (mod q”), and by Corollary 1.2 we have t < minia, c) 
where p’ 3 1 + qcd, (q, d) = 1. 
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We let 9 be a K-prime lying over p’ such that invg(CP,) = l/q”. If 
inv&l) = u/qt then we set e = uqS/qt then it follows that [CP,le and [A] 
have equal p’-local invariants. 
For each such prime p’ we select such a [CPfle. Then the product of the 
[C,,]e equals [A] in S(Q(+)), , which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2.8 fails for the case q = 2. S(Q(+))a , for a > 1 is generated 
by the [C,] as stated in the above proof with the restriction that p range over 
all odd primes such that p + -1 (mod 29. This last statement was missed 
by Benard and Schacher in [2, Section 4, pp. 383-3841 but noted and corrected 
in [ 13, p. 1381 by Yamada, and independently by the author. It can be verified 
in a similar manner to the proof of Corollary 2.8 that: any element in U(Q(+)) 
with zero invariant at all primes p such that p = - 1 (mod 29, is in S(Q(+)). 
We now investigate the relationship between S(K), and U(K), when 
q j j K: Q(& where q is an odd prime. We begin by 1ettingL = Q(E,) be the 
smallest cyclotomic field in which K is contained. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let K/Q be finite abelian and let eqo be the highest q-power 
root of unity in K where a > 0 and q is an oddprime. Then ifq j ] K: Q(E& and 
q Y 1 L: K / then S(K), is of infinite index in U(K), . 
Proof. We proceed to obtain coset representatives of S(K), in U(K), . 
Choose an element D of order q in Gal(L/Q(e,,)) as the Frobenius auto- 
morphism corresponding tosome prime p. Since q Y 1 L: K 1 then u restricts 
nontrivially toK. Thus, p splits completely in Q(+)/Q, has inertial degree 
equal to q in K/Q(+) and splits completely again in L/K. By Dirichlet’s 
density theorem there are infinitely many such primes p and we note that 
p = 1 (mod qa). Thus, for each such p we obtain an element [A,] in U(K), 
with ind,(A,) = qa, by Theorem 1.5. 
Now we show [API is not in S(K), . First we note that it is easy to check that 
q { / L: K / implies eqo is the highest q-power root of unity in L. In this case G. 
Janusz [8] has shown that 
If [A,] is in S(K), then [A,] = [L?, @ K] where [B,] is in S(Q(C~))~ .
We have: inv&A,) = inv&B, @ K) where B is a K-prime lying above p. 
So if 9 lies over 8’ in K/Q(E,,) then: invg(Alo) = / Kp : Qg(cpa)/ inv&B,) 
(mod 1). 
But q / 1 K9 : QP(+)/ and elements of S(Q(+)), have mdicies less than or 
equal to q”. Therefore, ind,(A,) < qa--l, a contradiction, hence, [A,] is not 
in S(K), for any such p. Similarly, we get [A,] . [A,?]-l is not in S(K), for 
any [A,] # [A,,]. Thus, the [A,] provide an infinite number of coset 
representatives of S(K), in U(K), , and the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 2.9 generalizes results by M. Schacher [ll, Theorem 1, p. 151. 
Using a result by G. Janusz [6], the author has made progress in the 
case not covered by the above theorem. Maintaining the notation of the 
Theorem,‘it has been shown that ) U(K), : S(K), ) is infinite when q divides 
both 1 K: Q(.+)] and j L: K 1 provided qa+b f 1 L: K 1 where qa+b is the highest 
q-power root of unity in L = Q(c,). When qa+b / j L: K 1 the difficulty occurs 
when n is divisible by exactly one prime congruent to 1 modulo q. The 
author conjectures that q 1 1 R: Q(Q)/ is not a sufficient condition for 1 U(K), : 
S(K), j to be infinite. The details of the progress made in the aforementioned 
case will be published at a later date. 
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